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Oct 26, 2017 Q: Can't figure out how to find names that start with a digit I can't
figure out how to find a list of names that start with a digit. My code is: with
open("c:\\transcript.txt") as in_file: with open("c:\ ames.txt", "a") as out_file:
names = [s.strip() for s in in_file] for i, s in enumerate(names): if s.isdigit() and i
== 0: out_file.write(s) but I get an error: if s.isdigit() and i == 0: TypeError:
isinstance() arg 1 must be a string or a buffer I have tried a bunch of different
variations and different types of digit but can't figure out how to get it to work. A:
In your first line of code, you're trying to access the s variable (a string) as a
number, which will cause the error. Since s is already a string, you should be using
the s.isdigit() method instead. So your code should read: with
open("c:\\transcript.txt") as in_file: with open("c:\ ames.txt", "a") as out_file:
names = [s.strip() for s in in_file] for i, s in enumerate(names): if s.isdigit():
out_file.write(s) Dinah and the Dynamos Dinah and the Dynamos is a live album
by the English rock band the Zombies which was recorded at the Albert Hall in
London on 12 September 1964 and released in February 1965. It was the first of
several albums with the title Dinah and the Dynamos which was named after a
song written by British DJ Frankie Miller. The title was 54b84cb42d
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